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ABSTRACT
Factories need to adapt their communication networks to versatile customer-driven markets. Software defined networking enables a programmatic approach that provides modularity, flexibility and paves the road for behavior certification. Previous works proposed rigorous programming languages and abstractions offering safety properties and verification in best-effort environments. In this work, we propose an approach to provide live update of network elements behavior while respecting real-time constraints. During the network updates, the traffic can be deviated to devices not involved in the desired upgrade ensuring that communication invariant and software requirements are always taken into account. We leverage Temporal NetKAT to write network wide programs and P4 annotations to give indications on the impact of the implementation on deterministic real-time communications passing through network appliances.
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1 IN A NUTSHELL
Software Define Networking (SDN) is a key enabler for the so-called Industry 4.0 because it provides flexibility and the possibility to formally reason on networks. However, even though substantial efforts have been provided to offer rigorous programming abstractions [1–3] or safety and verification properties [1, 4, 8] little has been done so far to understand how to support deterministic real-time communications when a network is dynamically programmable. The reason is that SDN is mostly used with best effort services in mind while the industry focuses on certified equipment and guaranteed services.

The problem Bringing the SDN concept to industrial networks is a vast problem. However, we have identified that a critical point to address is how to support safe network updates of deterministic real-time communication SDN networks. The challenge Substantial work has been accomplished to offer safe network updates (see Vissicchio et al. [8]) but the community has focused on updating policies and forwarding states and let aside the problem of software updates and device compatibility even though incremental deployment has been considered [6]. Two points that have not been studied are (i) the impact of software updates in the network implied by the network updates and (ii) the problem of always respecting real-time constraints. Usually, network devices in industrial networks implement the minimum set of features required for their tasks. As a consequence, each network update might result in software updates or even firmware upgrades. Orthogonally, in deterministic real-time communications systems the focus is on delivering data packets with respect to sequences, deadlines, and performance metrics (e.g., jitter). Hence, network updates in industrial systems is a multi-dimensional problem because of network and software updates intertwining.

The approach Re-purposing network elements because of network updates often means changing their software. Our approach is to consider the network as a whole instead of considering the part of the network that has to be updated: upon network updates, we can temporarily deviate traffic to other appliances. That is, with our approach during a network update, devices and communications that are not explicitly involved in the desired update can be updated as well. This freedom is necessary to always respect communication invariant. The drawback of this approach is that the number of transitions to move from an initial state to a final one can be large and can take considerable time (e.g., minutes).

2 THE CONSTITUTING ELEMENTS
An advantage of industrial systems over the internet/enterprise ones is that the expected behaviour of the communicating elements is known and is rather well formalized. However, by construction the constituting communication systems are segregated and interactions are impossible. If we move to a shared network substrate, the true segregation hypothesis is invalidated. We then (i) need a declarative
programming language to express global deterministic real-time communication policies. For that purpose, we leverage Temporal NetKAT [2]. Temporal NetKAT is a programming language to define network-wide programs. Temporal NetKAT has not been designed with real-time considerations in mind but the fact that it provides support for linear temporal logic makes it compatible with our objectives of formally defining deterministic real-time communication schemes, as long as all buffers in the network are bounded [7].

Network-wide programs should be written independently of their actual implementation in the network, hence the choice of the declarative paradigm. However, the network technology impacts temporal performances of the element and thus the ability to respect real-time constraints. We thus (ii) need to determine the temporal behavior for each network element and software. Because of their technical and operational constraints industrial network appliances seldom resort to operating systems and we can abstract them as programmable data planes. Under this assumption, we can leverage the annotation of the P4 language to provide formal ways to give indications on the impact of the implementation on deterministic real-time communications passing through them (e.g., queues, scheduler, processing latency).3

The description of the communications and the network elements behaviour is not sufficient to achieve our goal of making network updates in real time systems. In addition to them we (iii) need to assess if an update is valid according to the different constraints (e.g., safety, liveness, real-time...) imposed by the network and its usage. To determine whether an update is valid, we extract the requirements and constraints from the communication scheme with (i) and from the actual behaviour of network elements with (ii). This information is combined and we use network calculus [5] and invariant verification to determine if all constraints are respected before, during, and after an update.

To decide if a network update is valid, we (iv) must determine and select the potential network updates. To that aim, we can modify the generic network update algorithms proposed by Vissicchio et al. [8] to support our constraints.

Finally, when update sequences are determined, we (v) need to deploy the changes in the network. This part is out of the scope of this work but we don’t foresee any particular conceptual difficulties.

3 SPROUTING UP

We are still at the early stage of bringing the SDN concept in deterministic real-time communication systems but we can already say that it will be adopted only if we can provide correct and efficient network updates. This requires to be able to precisely define the network workload and how it is expected to be treated. It also calls for new techniques to update network device software on-the-fly in absence of operating systems. Our proposition with NUTS is to define a provable Network Updates mechanism for real-Time Systems. With it, we consider the network as a whole and authorize any network element to be reprogrammed to temporarily take care of traffic while other elements are being updated, inasmuch as real-time constraints are not violated.

In this infinite realm, we will focus on how to provide a practical (i.e., fast, provable, and certifiable) method to be able to safely update networks. On the one hand, we will define a level of programming abstraction that allows one to indicate the temporal impact of their implementations on networks. On the other hand, we will develop a polynomial-time algorithm to determine an appropriate sequence of network updates, given the real-time constraints of the system.
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